A neurogenetic and morphogenetic approach to hippocampal functions based on individual differences and neurobehavioral covariations.
To investigate the neural substrate of information processing, the within group inter-individual behavioral differences were related to the fine variations in some components of the architecture of the intact hippocampus by multivariate analyses of variance and correlative analyses. For, the extent of the intra/infrapyramidal mossy fibers, covering the hippocampal CA3-regio inferior (IIP-MF, revealed by Timm-staining), and the individual high-affinity maximal glucocorticoid receptor binding (HCB, measured by in vitro cytosol preparations with [3H]corticosterone as ligand), were assessed in adult male albino rats of the Naples High-Excitability (NHE) and Naples Low-Excitability (NLE) psychogenetically selected lines, and of a Sprague-Dawley random-bred stock (NRB) as unselected controls. The IIP-MF and the HCB were assumed as hippocampal hardware and software traits, respectively, and entered in a matrix with activity and defecation scores in a Làt-maze as behavioral covariates. Two dimensions were identified by discriminant function analyses tentatively labelled as "spatial" and "non-spatial" by the nature of the variables contributing with a high loading to the dimension. The IIP-MF and HCB contributed mostly to spatial processes and to a lower extent to emotional processes. The neuro-behavioral covariations of IIP-MF with arousal (A) and long-term habituation (LTH), computed by correlative analyses on the overall population (all rats combined), turned out to be of inverted-U type (quadratic function), i.e. positive in NLE, negative in NHE with no correlation in NRB. For HCB receptors, the covariations were quadratic with A, and of the S-type (cubic function), i.e. positive in NLE, negative in NRB and positive in NHE with LTH. Since these rat lines are located along a "continuum" with NLE < RB < NHE, they are assumed to represent entirely this subpopulation. For, the non-linear neuro-behavioral relationships might reveal (i) constraints on the expression of arousal and habituation to novelty; and (ii) that the hippocampus appears to be one such device exerting a modulatory role in the processing of "spatial" and "non-spatial" behavioral components.